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EVELOPMENT of barley varieties,
Hordeum vulgm'e L., with satisfactory malting quality is important. As an aid to the barley breeder, tests have been developed for predicting malting quality of lines in early generations. These "prediction tests" are relatively easy to perform and require only 50 grams of seed. The tests include chemical analyses of protein, potential diastatic power, and extract yield; they are frequently supplemented by evaluation of kernel plumpness. These characteristics are very important in malting varieties. Extract percentage provides a prediction of malt yield and potential diastatic power, an estimate of enzymatic potential.
Prediction tests have been used for several years and yet only limited information is available concerning effectiveness of selection for these characters in early generations. Meredith (6) and Bendelow and Meredith (1) shown that prediction tests on small quantities of barley will rank varieties essentially the same as malting tests. Evidence suggesting that selection in the F.~ generation would be effective for protein and diastatic power and ineffective for extract was obtained by Hsi and Lambert (5). However, their quality predictions were done on composite samples of seed from eight replicates, and thus, provide only indirect evidence on effectiveness of selection on nonreplicated lines in early generations. Sisler and Banao sik (7) found that selection in the a of a barley cr oss fo r kernel weight, nitrogen, diastatic power, and extract increased the proportion of lines with acceptable quality. No data were presented on effectiveness of selection for the characters individually. Day, Down, and Frey (2) obtained broad sense heritability percentages for diastatic power in the Fa generation of 30.6, 32.5, and 34.2 for 3 crosses.
Protein, diastatic power, and extract are generally believed to be associated in inheritance.
However, data which show the degree of these associations in segregating populations are rather limited. Den Hartog and Lambert (3) reported correlations among the 3 characters obtained from analysis of 150 F.~ progenies consisting of 15 lines from each of 10 crosses. The correlation of protein with diastatic power was .64, and protein with extract, --.52. A negative association between extract and diastatic power was shown to result largely from the associations of both characters with protein. We have not found any reports of correlations in early generation populations between kernel plumpness and protein, diastatic power, or
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The effectiveness of selection in Fa for protein, dia extract, and kernel plumpness was investigated using that were a part of the barley improvement progra sota. The crosses were: 1) 'Swan' X Wisc. X691-'Cebada capa', and 3) 'Parkland' )< CI 10644 2~( 'Tr forth the crosses will be identified by number. T generations were handled in a manner typical of breeding procedure. The Fa generation consisted of h in 6-foot rows with 1 foot spacing, between rows. three heads were taken from lines that were agronom able and resistant to disease. Then each of the selec harvested in bulk and the seed used for quality ana subsequent generation, F,, seed from the heads from was planted in adjacent rows in a manner similar to eration. Each F, row was harvested in 'bulk and e quality. The Fa generation of cross 1 was grown in F, in 1962. For crosses 2 and 3 the Fa generation 1962 and the F~ in 1963. Growing conditions were ra in both t961 and 1962. In 1961 drought was severe part of the growing season, whereas in 1962 moistu sive. Even so, bright, plump barley was produced in In 1963 moisture was limiting, but plant growth w good.
The quality prediction tests xvere carried out on barley using the procedures outlined by Bendelow (1). Potential diastatic power was estimated 'by de saccharifying activity of barley extracts after activatio by papain. Predicted extract yield was obtained o barley xvith malt enzymes added 'by measuring the spe of the resulting wort. Barley extract is distinguish extract yield in that the latter is obtained as a result Nitrogen was determined by the Kjeldahl procedu barley as the percentage of kernels, 'by weight, r 6/64 by 3./4-inch screen.
Two methods were used to ascertain the effectiven tion in Fa for the quality traits. The actual gain from selection of the the best 20% of the Fa lines was the performance differential between the progeny of lines and the F, population mean. Predicted advanc tion was calculated as the product of heritability and differential. For each cross and character the selectio was calculated assuming selection of 20% of the Fa tion was positive for diastatic power, extract, and ness and negative for protein. Heritability of the fo was estimated from the regression of F, means on number of parent-offspring pairs that were evaluated and 46 for crosses 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Thus 108 lations were included in the study.
Data from the Fa generation of the 3 populatio above plus 5 additional populations were analyzed to correlations between protein, diastatic power, extrac plumpness. The 8 populations were derived from c 13 parental varieties with a wide range of phenoty characters. The populations were handled in the as described above for the Fa generation and were g
